
 

Dual Accounts in MedHub (GME)  
MedHub allows for different accounts with different levels of access such as a 

GME Office, a Program Administrator, a Faculty Member, and Resident.  On 

occasion, users will require dual accounts to have both levels of access as well as 

viewing particular functionality i.e. GME Office and Program administrator or 

Faculty Member and Resident.   

For example, a trainee who’s in a fellowship program is ‘acting Attending’ for 

residents.  A program may decide to create an additional account for that fellow, 

but it would be a faculty profile.  The fellow would have dual accounts to 

complete their program requirements in their ‘Resident’ account while also 

being able to toggle to their faculty account to complete evaluations on 

residents. While a resident account can evaluate another resident account, this evaluation type is known as a Peer to Peer evaluation. However, in 

many programs, when fellows act as Attendings, programs would like for their residents to see the feedback from the acting Attending since it’s a 

teacher role more than a peer meaning they would see that fellow’s name.  Peer to Peer evaluations does not allow for the evaluatee to see the 

name of the evaluator however when a fellow has a faculty account to toggle to, then the resident would be able to view the identity.  Remember 

that trainees in accredited programs should see the names of the faculty evaluators, this is a training program, they should know what feedback is 

coming from what faculty.  This is an example of why a fellow may need a faculty account in addition to their existing resident account.   

In order for a user to access both of their MedHub accounts, MedHub Support must “link” them in order for the MedHub user to toggle between 

their different accounts.  A request for linking accounts must be sent to GME MedHub Help Desk and once the request is confirmed in a response 

from the GME MedHub Help Desk, the new link will be created and the user will be able to see both of their accounts in their Access drop-down on 

their MedHub home page. 
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